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Abstract—The analysis and design of a microstrip antenna array
with a conical beam are presented. The antenna array employs
a periodic structure derived from the microstrip on a perforated
ground plane. The microstrip antenna array consists of eight leaky
lines evenly distributed around a circle. Each line radiates mainly
a pair of forward and backward beams, forming a conical beam.
The new leaky line design employs the concept of space-harmonic
modulation on the EH0 mode launched at the common joint of
the antenna array. The scattering and dispersion characteristics of
the leaky line are thoroughly investigated. The fact that the per-
turbation of the antisymmetric holes made by photolithographic
etching excites the leakyEH1 mode is theoretically and experi-
mentally validated. Scattering analyses of the surface currents on
the microstrip, however, reveal in detail the physical operation of
the leaky line. The dispersion characteristics are, thus, established
and shown in a Brillouin diagram, indicating the role of each space
harmonic, denoted by its complex propagation constant

represents a traveling-wave component of the th higher-
order spatial component in association with theEH mode: the
superscript,+( ), signifies a forward (backward) traveling wave.
For the particular leaky line design, +

0 1 and +
1 0 space har-

monics, both showing odd-symmetric field polarization, and both
outside the triangular Brillouin region, form the backward and
forward leaky waves, respectively. When the leaky lines are evenly
and collinearly tied, an 11.5-GHz radial antenna array prototype
is formed, and emits a conical beam, showing a 3-dB beamwidth of
24 at the flare angle of 31 .

Index Terms—Conical beam, leaky waves, periodic structures,
radial antenna array.

I. INTRODUCTION

PERIODIC structures have recently been extensively
studied and developed for use in microwave circuit design

[1], [2]. Qian and Itoh reported the propagation characteristics
of a uniform microstrip could be altered with noticeable in-
crease in slow-wave factor and a fairly large stopband by simply
substituting a ground plane of periodic pattern into a uniform
ground plane [2]. The forbidden frequency band is a familiar
guiding property of such a periodic structure, and prohibits
wave propagation for a certain frequency band. Modifying
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the ground plane symmetry from even to odd and choosing
the appropriate microstrip dimension allows the resultant
microstrip to emit leaky waves when launched by a bound,
dominant mode [3]. By radially arranging the leaky
line as shown in Fig. 1, a low-profile conical-beam antenna
array is presented, manifesting a new alternative approach
[4], [5], which is commensurate with common printed-circuit
technology. Converting the bound mode into leaky waves
requires no transition to excite the higher order leaky mode
since the leaky line is essentially a distributed mode converter.
The inherent mode conversion feature greatly simplifies the
power divider/combiner circuit block in Fig. 1. The proposed
leaky structure bypasses several transition circuits reported to
excite or mode. These transition circuits include the
asymmetric microstrip step junction with mode suppressor [6],
the slotline feed to the micro-slotline [7]–[9], the aperture-cou-
pled feed [10], the broadband microstrip-to-CPS (coplanar
strips) transition [11], the micro-CPW line [12], and others.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II dis-
cusses the theory and design of a single leaky line. Section III
presents a dispersive Brillouin diagram (k-plot) of the corre-
sponding leaky line. Theoretical data also show that the space
harmonics of the Brillouin diagram are a valid approximation
of the rigorous electromagnetic field solutions obtained by the
full-wave integral equation method. Section IV specifies the
complete design of the leaky antenna array, together with mea-
sured data. Conclusions are finally made in Section V.

II. M ICROSTRIP ON ANANTISYMMETRICALLY PERFORATED

GROUND PLANE

Contrary to exciting microstrip leaky modes at higher order
by directly connecting certain transition circuits [6]–[12], a
distributed mode converter made of a uniform microstrip on
a periodically perforated ground plane as shown in Fig. 2
has been developed. The ground plane is patterned by holes
etched photolithographically and positioned antisymmetrically
with respect to the central cut in the middle of the microstrip.
These holes, not necessarily square, are positioned with peri-
odicity . With a perimeter of , they are small enough
to ensure weakmodulationon the ground-return currents of
the microstrip mode, which may be of type or .
Furthermore, the microstrip is properly designed such that
the ideal microstrip (with uniform ground plane) will support
the leaky mode. When a single well-defined microstrip
bound mode is launched at port 1 of Fig. 2, it propa-
gates through the tapered microstrip. The tapering facilitates
the necessary impedance transformation from the feed point
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Fig. 1. A generic N-element radial microstrip conical-beam antenna array with periodic perturbations using etched holes on the ground plane.

Fig. 2. The structure and spherical coordinates of the leaky line with one or two port(s) attached for evaluation.L = 153:8 mm, L = 14:2 mm,L =

182:2mm,d = 3:0 mm,d = 12:0 mm,d = 3:0 mm,W = 9:0 mm,W = 2:0 mm,h = 0:762 mm, and" = 2:55.

to each leaky line of lower impedance. At this stage, the prop-
agating mode is still the mode. When the mode
enters the microstrip (leaky line) with a perforated ground
plane that contains antisymmetric holes, it experiences the
so-calledspace-harmonic modulationdue to the periodic per-

turbations on the modal currents that flow on the ground
plane. Section III will present the mathematical details and
theoretical results concerning the effects of such periodic
modulation on the modal currents. The leaky mode can
be excited because the microstrip structure supports both
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and modes and the space-harmonic modulation is of an-
tisymmetric type.

The mode also experiences the same space-harmonic
modulation as that experienced by the launched mode. The
space-harmonic modulations of the and modes are
carried out simultaneously in a distributed fashion that causes
mode conversions, which involve the complicated generation of
a variety of space harmonics. These space harmonics are gen-
erated in the wider microstrip section of length, which in
turn behaves like a distributed mode converter. Two tapered mi-
crostrip sections are added to the input and output ports to in-
vestigate the two-port scattering characteristics and thus explore
the guiding characteristics of the mode converter. The length
of the linear microstrip taper is sufficient to reduce reflections.
Thus, no phasing and matching circuit in the central feeding
block is required in Fig. 1. Only the N-way, radial, microstrip
combiner/divider [13] is necessary to feed the antenna array.

Following the aforementioned design considerations, the
wide microstrip section is 9.0 mm wide and 153.8 mm
long , as depicted in Fig. 2. It is printed on an ULTRALAM
2000 substrate of thickness 0.762 mm (h) and relative permit-
tivity 2.55 . Each of the two columns of the etched square
holes on the ground plane has 14 periods. The periodicity of the
etched holes is 12.0 mm . The tapered microstrip section
is relatively long with 14.2 mm . The total length, , of
the microstrip is 182.2 mm, and is comprised of two tapered
sections of length , and a wide microstrip of length . The
width of the feeding microstrip is 2.0 mm. Removing the
output taper at port 2 of Fig. 2 forms an open-ended (one-port)
leaky line. The coordinate system of Fig. 2 illustrates the
leaky line’s being positioned along theaxis. The center of
the hole to the symmetrical plane is 3.0 mm . The
length of the sides of each square hole is 3.0 mm . The
size and periodicity of the holes are thus 0.125and 0.5 ,
respectively, where is the free-space wavelength of the onset
frequency of the mode at 12.5 GHz. The etched pattern
on the ground plane of the guiding structure produces weak,
periodic perturbations on the modes that propagate alongside
the guiding structure.

The inset of Fig. 3 illustrates a uniform microstrip of width
9.0 mm (w) printed on the same substrate as that mentioned
earlier, with thickness 0.762 mm (h) and relative permittivity
2.55 . The normalized dispersion characteristics of the
dominant mode and the leaky mode of the ideal
microstrip are plotted in Fig. 3. The dispersion characteristics
of Fig. 3 are obtained by the two-dimensional (2-D) full-wave
integral equation method [7]. The onset frequency of the
mode, at which , is around 12.5 GHz. The grayed
frequency band, as shown in the abscissa of Fig. 3, highlights
the leaky regionfrom 9.4 to 12.5 GHz. Notably, at 9.4 GHz,
two curves defined by and intersect [14].
and are the normalized phase and attenuation constants,
respectively. The normalized phase constant of the dominant
mode , a bound mode, is nearly constant and close to
1.55 across the 8- to 14-GHz band. By contrast, the leaky

mode shows typical dispersion characteristics: a fast
wave of less than unity with noticeable attenuation in
the leaky region.

Fig. 3. The dispersion curves of a uniform microstrip line of strip width w.
(w = 9:0 mm,h = 0:762 mm," = 2:55).

Fig. 4. Measured and theoreticaljS j (one-port line) of the single leaky line
as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 4 indicates that the measured input reflection coefficient
(in solid line) closely agree with the theoretical data (in

square symbols) applying the full-wave method [15]. is
less than 5 dB in the leaky region (9.4–12.5 GHz) and be-
yond, implying that the potentially strong radiating zone covers
the entire leaky region of interest andgoes beyondthe onset fre-
quency of the mode at 12.5 GHz.

Continuing with the two-port measurement of the guiding
structure, allows the total losses to be assessed using the rela-
tive power absorbed (RPA) value ( ). Fig. 5
presents the pertinent measurements. The figure clearly shows
three zones of interest. The first is below 9.4 GHz, where the
proposed structure shows relatively low loss and the value of
RPA is between 2% and 30% and increases as frequency rises.
Most electromagnetic energy propagates through the guiding
structure without experiencing large reflections or losses. The
second zone lies between 9.4 and 12.5 GHz, that is, in the leaky
region defined by the mode in which the RPA value rises
sharply from 30% to 90%, fluctuates, and declines to approxi-
mately 60%. Here, the transmission coefficient, , drops dra-
matically to about 40 dB and shows good input matching to
50 with between 6.2 dB and 11.8 dB. The third zone
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Fig. 5. MeasuredjS j, jS j and RPA (relative power absorbed,1�jS j �
jS j ) of the two-port leaky line as shown in Fig. 2.

is above 12.5 GHz, where the RPA value fluctuates around 50%.
This zone also represents high losses, although the transmission
coefficient rises sharply from about 40 dB to 5 dB.
The radiation in the third zone is not from the leaky mode
of the uniform microstrip line. The next section will demon-
strate how the extended radiation region can be related to the
space harmonics.

III. SPACE HARMONICS AND BRILLOUIN DIAGRAM

Waves that travel along an axially periodic structure are es-
sentially subject to the electromagnetic field, represented by Flo-
quet’s theorem [16], [17]. Given that the proposed guiding struc-
ture is periodic, Floquet’s theorem can approximate the excited
surface currents on the periodic structure by summing an infinite
number of traveling-wave components (space harmonics). Since
the antisymmetric holes on the ground plane of Fig. 2 spatially
modulate the ground-return currents, the space harmonics of the

mode and the higher-order mode should be included.
Therefore, providing the time-harmonic factor is assumed,
the surface current on the strip can be represented as

(1)

and

(2)

where is the complex propagation constant of the
th space harmonic of the dominant (higher-order )

mode, propagating along the longitudinaldirection, and is
the periodicity of the leaky line. (See Fig. 2.) In (2),

and , respectively, denote the phase and at-
tenuation constants of theth-order space harmonic for

. The phase constant of theth space harmonic
is displaced by from the fundamental space har-
monic of order zero. and denote the phase constants of
the corresponding forward and backward traveling unperturbed

mode and mode of the guiding struc-
ture. In (1), and components denote the current am-
plitudes of the fundamental dominant and higher order

forward traveling waves (both with positive phase ve-
locity) of order zero, respectively. denotes the cur-
rent amplitude of the th higher order space harmonic that is
associated with the fundamental dominant (higher order)
forward traveling wave. Contrarily, the current amplitudes with
negativesuperscripts represent theth higher order space har-
monic that is subject to the fundamental dominant or higher
orderbackwardtraveling wave.

The matrix-pencil method [18] can be applied to analyze the
surface currents on the periodic structure as (1) assumes that the
current distributions along the leaky line are of the exponential
waveforms along the longitudinal axis (thedirection). There-
fore, the following expression is a valid approximation to the
surface current :

(3)

where is a known quantity and is obtained by solving
the periodic structure as shown in Fig. 2 [15].is the extracted
complex propagation constant of the traveling wave compo-
nentwithout prior knowledgeof the dominant mode , the
higher-order mode , their space harmonics, or other expo-
nential waveforms. The integer in (3) represents the number
of traveling waves applied to approximate the currents on the
periodic structure. is the extracted current amplitude of
the th traveling wave component at locationin the transverse
plane. The matrix-pencil analyses of, sampled by taking suf-
ficient points per wavelength along theaxis, should yield (al-
most) the same propagation constant at various transverse loca-
tions of . Extensive numerical studies of the particular guiding
structure show that 12 sampling points per guided wavelength

in the y direction, nine equally spaced locations in the
direction, and 10 traveling components will yield
a reasonably accurate estimate of the waves extracted from the
periodic structure. The values of the complex propagation con-
stants, , are nearly identical to within 1% accuracy, regardless
of which of the nine transverse locations is considered.

The dispersion curves of the and modes displayed
in Fig. 3 can be expressed in another form, with the phase con-
stants as the abscissa and the free-space wavenumberas the
ordinate, and multiplying both by a constant, . The plot is
the familiar Brillouin diagram [16], [17], which is useful for un-
derstanding the propagation characteristics of the periodic struc-
tures. The dominant mode, for instance, has a normalized
phase constant very close to 1.55 in the entire frequency band.
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Fig. 6. Extracted phase constants(�=k ) of the single leaky line, employing the matrix-pencil method with ten traveling components(M = 10)
and superimposed onto the Brillouin diagram. The grayed frequency region is the leaky region of the first higher-order mode(EH ) from 9.4 GHz
(k d =2� = 0:376) to 12.5 GHz(k d =2� = 0:5).

Thus, the dispersion curve of the mode, when displayed
in the Brillouin diagram, will be an almost straight line, begin-
ning from the origin of the abscissa with a slope 0.645
(1/1.55), as thesolid, blackcurve labeled in Fig. 6. How-
ever, the normalized phase constant of the higher-order
mode, as depicted in Fig. 3, is adashed, black curve, , in
the Brillouin diagram (Fig. 6). The dispersion curve of theth
space harmonic is displaced by from the fundamental space
harmonic in the Brillouin diagram. The top of Fig. 6 is labeled as
the appropriate representations of the space harmonicsand

derived from the dominant and first higher-order
modes of order , respectively.

The propagation characteristics of space harmonics,,
, , and are specified as [19].

Forward traveling waves (FTW, ): , , if
, and , , if .

Backward traveling waves (BTW, ): , , if
, and , , if .

Forward waves (FW, ): , , ,
and , if .
Backward waves (BW, ): , ,

, and , if .
Following the previous notion, a family of curves, ,

are plotted at distance from in the Brillouin
diagram. Similarly is shifted by from

for the th-order space harmonic. The dispersion curves

of the space harmonics of the unloaded air-filled TEM lines
is plotted to complete the background information on various
types of space harmonics. Straight lines of slope are
plotted in red (green) and labeled as where

.. Notably, the points of intersection of the
red and green lines are at . The intersects
of these straight lines form an infinite array of (yellow) trian-
gles. The waves are bound inside the triangles; however, out-
side the triangles is theradiation region. The space harmonics
in the radiation region are leaky waves. At the onset frequency
(12.5 GHz) of the higher-order mode, the curve must
cross the straight line defined by . Therefore, in the
Brillouin diagram, the space harmonics of (or ) inter-
sect the TEM lines. The points of intersection must be at 0.5
of the ordinate since the periodicity, (12.0 mm),
of the perturbations is chosen to be one half of the free-space
wavelength (24.0 mm) at the onset frequency.

The aforementioned space harmonics and triangles, thus,
constitute a template for understanding the propagation char-
acteristics of the periodic leaky line. The phase constants
(real parts) of the extracted in (3) are also represented in
the Brillouin diagram as the dotted symbols in Fig. 6. Fig. 6
reveals that the extracted complex propagation constants in
the Brillouin diagram fall near the solid and dashed curves of
the template except at a few locations. That is, the extracted
solutions nearly coincide with the theoretical space harmonics

and verifying the assumption in (1) and (2), that the
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TABLE I
EXTRACTED COMPONENTS OFVARIOUS WAVES OF FIG. 2 AT 11.5 GHz(k d =2� = 0:46)

and modes and their higher-order space harmonics
approximate closely the current distributions of the leaky line.

Table I specifies the extracted traveling components at
11.5 GHz, assuming , determined by the matrix-pencil
method, to supplement the loss of information about the am-
plitudes of the space harmonics. The third and fourth columns
of Table I list the extracted normalized phase constant and
attenuation constant, and the fifth column gives the relative
current amplitudes. The normalized current amplitude is the
ratio of the magnitude of the total current of theth traveling
wave component to the largest total current magnitude. There-
fore, the normalized current amplitude in the matrix-pencil
method can be given by

(4a)

(4b)

equals nine as explained earlier. Table I specifies theth trav-
eling wave component, according to the descending normalized
current amplitude. The smallest relative current amplitude is ap-
proximately 0.3% of the largest component, in contrast to 2.5%,
17.4%, and 22.6% for 8, 6, and 4, respectively. Clearly, the
series representation of the surface current,, as in (3), quickly
converges as increases; appear to be a good ap-
proximation for extracting the traveling wave components in the
particular case study. A traveling wave with below unity,
must be outside the triangles of the Brillouin diagram and thus
is a leaky wave. The beam angle of this leaky wave points to the
positive (negative) axis if .
The beam angle of the leaky wave from the broadside is approx-
imately

for (5)

The seventh column of Table I denotes the corresponding
space harmonics as seen in the Brillouin diagram of Fig. 6.
The types of the space harmonics are identified in the right-
most (eighth) column of Table I. The fundamental has the
largest current component ( in Table I). The backward
leaky waves and have the second
and third largest current components, respectively. makes
the fourth largest contribution to the excited currents of the leaky
line , and so on. The beam angles in the sixth column
were determined by (5). Importantly, two leaky space waves
contribute primarily radiation, and .
Furthermore, as stated earlier, the radiation region is outside the
triangles bounded by the air-filled TEM waves (red and green
lines in Fig. 6). Consequently, the space harmonics beyond the
onset frequency, 12.5 GHz, of the mode are in the radiation
region, thus producing radiation loss beyond 12.5 GHz as the
significant return loss with and RPA values as predicted in
Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. Subsequently, most space harmonics
in the frequency band from 9.4 to 12.5 GHz (leaky region of the

mode) also fall into the radiation region (outside the tri-
angles) and thus radiate energy. These radiation characteristics
explain why the frequency band above 9.4 GHz dominates the
radiation losses, as discussed in Section II. However, in the fre-
quency band below 9.4 GHz, almost all space harmonics fall
inside the triangles and are bound.

Further investigating the current distribution in the
transverse plane of the various space harmonics reveals that the
symmetry of a specific wave will be altered by the presence of
antisymmetric perturbations. For example, the longitudinal cur-
rent component of is evenly symmetric; however, the longi-
tudinal current component of the higher-order space harmonic
of order is oddly symmetric. Similarly, the longi-
tudinal current component of is oddly symmetric but its
space harmonic shows an evenly symmetric current dis-
tribution. The oddly symmetric and components are
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Fig. 7. Measured far-field radiation contour(E ) of the single leaky-line prototype (Fig. 2) at 11.5 GHz(contour step= 1 dB).

outside the triangles and lie in the backward and forward leaky
regions, respectively. Accordingly, both of these two forward
and backward leaky waves of a single leaky line have the same
polarization but differ in amplitude (see Fig. 1).

IV. RADIATION CHARACTERISTICS OF THESINGLE LEAKY LINE

AND RADIAL ANTENNA ARRAY

A. Single Leaky Line

This section relates the radiation beam angles predicted by
the space harmonics, as listed in Table I, to those obtained by
measurement. The far-field radiation patterns, obtained by the
near-field measurement system, are expressed byand [20]

(6)

(7)

and , in (6) and (7), are the angle parameters in spherical
coordinates. In the near-field measurement system,and
are thehorizontalanddepthcomponents in the K-space domain,
respectively. is theverticalcomponent. , , and can
be defined in a spherical coordinate system

(8)

(9)

(10)

When measuring an antenna in the near-field measurement
system, we set the axis of the antenna in the vertical direc-
tion. The axis and axis are in the horizontal and depth direc-
tions, respectively. Therefore, corresponds
to ( and ). The polarization of the

Fig. 8. Measured return loss(jS j) of the proposed microstrip radial antenna
array.

waveguide probe at the scanner should coincide with the polar-
ization of the antenna under test (AUT) for copolarization mea-
surement. A positive (negative) of the radiation beam rep-
resents forward (backward) radiation in the direction.
The theoretical results in Table I indicate that, with amplitudes
in descending order, the first and second beams point atequal
to and at , respectively. The main beam at

is associated with the backward leaky wave, , and
the second beam with the forward leaky wave. However, the
sidelobes contributed by the space harmonicsand are
not obvious because they have small amplitudes, as extracted by
the matrix-pencil method. An open-ended leaky-line prototype
is built and tested according with the dimensions and material
constant given in Fig. 2. The predominant component of the
leaky line manifests the horizontal polarization in the near-field
measurement system. Thus,– plane is the H plane. Fig. 7
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Fig. 9. Measured conical beam (in dB) of the proposed microstrip radial antenna array at 11.5 GHz.(contour step= 1 dB).

plots the measured radiation contours, which show that the main
beam points to and the second beam to in (at

). Accordingly, the theory presented in the preceding
section agrees closely with the experimental results. The mea-
sured directivity is 15.88 dBi and its 3-dB (half-power) contour
spans 64in and 15 in . (See the lower part of Fig. 7.) Such
an advantageous radiation pattern is applied for a low-profile
microstrip antenna array to construct a conical beam, since the
main beam is thin in and wide in .

B. Radial Antenna Array

In view of the requirement for a conical-beam antenna, eight
leaky lines are applied to synthesize an antenna array with this
feature. Fig. 1 illustrates the basic operational principle of the
radial antenna array: each leaky line radiates a main beam in
the backward direction and a second beam in the forward direc-
tion. Both beams have approximately equal 3-dB beamwidths
in , as depicted in Fig. 7. Although both beams have different

angles, maintaining the colinear arrangement of the two op-
posite leaky lines, as indicated in Fig. 1, ensures that the conical
beam is obtained and its 3-dB beamwidth widened. In practice,
a shorter leaky line than that described in the previous section is
used to shrink the antenna array, while maintaining the conical
beam. Therefore, a leaky line, possessing seven periods instead
of the fourteen periods of the leaky-line prototype with antisym-
metric square holes on the ground plane, is employed to form
an eight-element radial antenna array. The eight elements are
equally spaced around a circle, as depicted in Fig. 1. An SMA
connector is directly mounted on the backside of the antenna
array and its central pin is soldered to the center of the front side.
Fig. 8 shows that the measured input return losses are15.3,

16.5, and 38.3 dB at 9.68, 11.38, and 12.30 GHz, respec-
tively, indicating good 50- input matching. The return loss is

Fig. 10. The vertical cut (V-cut,� = 0 ) of the measured conical beam in
Fig. 9.

14.3 dB at the 11.5-GHz operating frequency, also showing
good matching characteristics. The bandwidth as defined by

dB, is from 11.17 to 11.95 GHz, or approximately
6.8%. The polarization of Fig. 7 (single leaky line) is horizontal
and thus the radial antenna array has vertical and horizontal po-
larizations simultaneously. Accordingly, we should measure the
radial antenna array twice for the two different polarizations and
then superpose the two far-field results to obtain the total field
pattern. Fig. 9 depicts the measured radiation pattern of the ra-
dial antenna array at 11.5 GHz, approximately showing a cir-
cular fashion in plane. The circular pattern in Fig. 9 indi-
cates a conical beam in spherical coordinates with a flare angle
approximately equal to the radius of the circle. Thus the flare
angle of the conical beam shown in Fig. 9 is 31. The detailed
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or if rad or with (A1)

(A2)

expressions are in the Appendix. The relative power level at the
center of the conical beam is about18 dB. Fig. 10 shows the
vertical cut (V-cut) of the conical beam at for clearer
illustration of radius . As seen in Fig. 10, the main beam of the
conical beam has a flare angle of 31and has a 3-dB beamwidth
of 24 . The microstrip radial antenna array with a conical beam
can be applied for an indoor WLAN, mobile, and satellite ap-
plications.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper shows the controllability of leaky waves in the
form of space harmonics, by introducing perturbations of the
ground plane—namely, antisymmetric etched holes. The orig-
inal and modes supported by the otherwise ideal mi-
crostrip experience the space-harmonic modulations by the per-
turbations from the ground plane. The space harmonics
and of the leaky-line prototype are shown to contribute
the main beam and second beam, respectively. The tilt angles
of the measured main beam and second beam closely corre-
spond to the theoretical prediction derived from the Brillouin
diagram of the leaky line. Measurement of an eight-element
radial antenna array formed by four pairs of identical, colinear
leaky lines shows a conical beam. The conical beam has a flare
angle of 31 and a 3-dB beamwidth of 24at 11.5 GHz. Such
a pattern can be used for indoor WLAN, mobile, and satellite
communications.

APPENDIX

By (6) and (7), numerical studies show that conical beams in
spherical coordinates with smaller flare angles( (rad)
or ) nearly maps to circles with radii in plane
with maximum discrepancies less than 2.3%. That is (see (A1)
and (A2) at the top of the page).

The radii in (A1) and (A2) are presented by radians and
are converted to degrees shown in Fig. 9. Therefore, the pattern
shown in Fig. 9 is a conical beam with a flare angle equal to

.
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